Using pronouns
Grade 3 Pronouns Worksheet

Fill in the blanks with the correct pronoun.
Word bank:
anyone
she

some

he

him
them

it

me

they

none
we

you

1. Laura told her friend Julie that ____she___ could not go to her house
tonight.
2. Phil was happy to put his backpack down; __________ weighs a lot!
3. The plates are still dirty. You need to wash __________ again.
4. Angus finished his chores, so __________ can play on his
tablet now.
5. Did __________ water the plants this week?
6. If there are extra markers, I would like _________ for my art.
7. Look at Jamie and Matt play basketball; __________ are really good.
8. You and I are the same; __________ both like sweets.
9. You need to give __________ a chance. I am new at this.
10. William is waiting for his turn. Don’t make __________ wait too long.
11. __________ of us were able to answer the question.
12. I see you and Max are building a fort. Will __________ let me play with
you?
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Answers
1. Laura told her friend Julie that ____she___ could not go to her house
tonight.
2. Phil was happy to put his backpack down; ____it___ weighs a lot!
3. The plates are still dirty. You need to wash ____them___ again.
4. Angus finished his chores, so ____he___ can play on his tablet now.
5. Did ____you___ water the plants this week?
6. If there are extra markers, I would like ____some___ for my art.
7. Look at Jamie and Matt play basketball; ____they___ are really good.
8. You and I are the same; ____we___ both like sweets.
9. You need to give ____me___ a chance. I am new at this.
10. William is waiting for his turn. Don’t make ____him___ wait too long.
11. ____None___ of us were able to answer the question.
12. I see you and Max are building a fort. Will ____you___ let me play with
you?
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